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but you can fix it while everything else on your system will still work with along with your amp. I
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current capacity of three main wires. The next would be to get a deep cycle battery. The last
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electrical system. This is true because it really will not do you much good. Although Caps in my
opinion are a waste of money It can be with done with the a 1k ohm resistor and a voltmeter.
The exact value of the resistor is not critical but I would keep it in the k ohm range. I would
recommend getting a 1 watt resistor if possible your capacitor may have come with a resistor
for charging. A lower wattage resistor will heat up too quickly. Also, do not hold the resistor
with your bare hand. The current flowing through the resistor will cause the resistor to heat up
and you could be burned. A good place to put the resistor is in the main power wire fuse holder
the one installed near the battery. Simply substitute the resistor for the fuse. You will need to
place a voltmeter across the capacitor to monitor the voltage. Once the voltmeter reads 12 volts
you can remove the voltmeter and replace the resistor with the power fuse. Or Another method
for charging involves using an old style test light instead of a resistor. The connection is similar
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capacitor in just for the heck of it just because I own one or would it be a waist of time, and is
there any down falls to it? I also have a Scosche k Micro Farad Capacitor. How much Farads is
that exactly? And do I have a powerful enough system to need to use a capacitor? And if i dont
NEED a capacitor would it hurt to put it in anyway just because i have one and to make the
system overall more reliable? Or would it be better off not using it because there are downfalls
to it? But if you want your system to look a little cooler with some lights and numbers you can
hook it up. It wont hurt anything. But can anyone give me a solid answer of if i have a stereo,
amp, and subs that work perfectly fine should i put a capacitor in just for the heck of it just
because I own one or would it be a waist of time, and is there any down Although Caps in my
opinion are a waste of money It can be with done with the a 1k ohm resistor and a voltmeter.
The exact value of the resistor is not critical but I would keep it in the k ohm range. I would
recommend getting a 1 watt resistor if possible your capacitor may have come with a resistor
for charging. A lower wattage resistor will heat up too quickly. Also, do not hold the resistor
with your bare hand. The current flowing through the resistor will cause the resistor to heat up
and you could be burned. A good place to put the resistor is in the main power wire fuse holder
the one installed near the battery. Simply substitute the resistor for the fuse. You will need to
place a voltmeter across the capacitor to monitor the voltage. Once the voltmeter reads 12 volts
you can remove the voltmeter and replace the resistor with the power fuse. Or Another method
for charging involves using an old style test light instead of a resistor. The connection is similar
but you don't need a voltmeter to monitor voltage. When the bulb goes out the capacitor is
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nothing but add to it. Not benefits at all really. Down fall would be another part to potentially fail.
If you're bored enough, go ahead and install it. It won't hurt anything. It's not likely to make any
audible difference in your system. Dylan H. I know a little about audio capacitors and why you
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ohm resistor and a voltmeter. The exact value of the resistor is not critical but I would keep it in
the k ohm range. I would recommend getting a 1 watt resistor if possible your capacitor may
have come with a resistor for charging. A lower wattage resistor will heat up too quickly. Also,
do not hold the resistor with your bare hand. The current flowing through the resistor will cause
the resistor to heat up and you could be burned. A good place to put the resistor is in the main
power wire fuse holder the one installed near the battery. Simply substitute the resistor for the
fuse. You will need to place a voltmeter across the capacitor to monitor the voltage. Once the
voltmeter reads 12 volts you can remove the voltmeter and replace the resistor with the power
fuse. Another method for charging involves using an old style test light instead of a resistor.
The connection is similar but you don't need a voltmeter to monitor voltage. When the bulb
goes out the capacitor is charged because the voltage across the bulb went from 12volts to
0volts. Answer Save. Scosche k Micro Farad Installation. Reaper-Racing Lv 4. Although Caps in
my opinion are a waste of money It can be with done with the a 1k ohm resistor and a voltmeter.
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questions? Get answers by asking now. Customer reviews. Scosche k Micro Farad Capacitor by
Scosche. Write a review. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like
how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews
to verify trustworthiness. See All Buying Options. Add to Wish List. This page works best with
JavaScript. Disabling it will result in some disabled or missing features. You can still see all
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reviewers Verified purchase only All reviewers. All stars 5 star only 4 star only 3 star only 2 star
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From the United States. Verified Purchase. One person found this helpful. Showing 0
comments. There was a problem loading comments right now. I had this cap for years and I
loved it. It's been in 3 different vehicles and I've never had any major problems with it! Switched
to my 93 Wrangler and then finally, into my '00 Explorer. It helped greatly with reducing draw off
of the charging system. The Camaro's lights used to visibly dim to the beat with the system on.
After I installed it I never had that problem again, in any vehicle. Only minor issue I had with it,
and the reason for 4 stars, was that the terminals that the posts screw into started to rotate a
little. They can be re-tightened with a wrench or socket though so it's not a big deal. I might
have gorilla gripped it a few times when tightening but if it were put in a vehicle and left alone, it
shouldn't happen. My lights don't dim anymore during the bass If you don't want to replace your
battery so that your battery has more juice, this is awesome. My lights don't dim anymore
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